
7. HM | DCC & HM7000 – Advanced CV Editor 
 

Firstly, ensure HM | DCC & HM7000 - First Setup has been followed and your HM7000 decoder is 

connected to HM | DCC. 

Tap on the Control ‘  ‘ button on the bottom toolbar and then tap on Locomotive Settings for 

the desired locomotive you wish to alter CV Settings (Configuration Values) for.  

On the top toolbar, tap on ADV. CV EDITOR. This is where you can alter all the CV Settings on your 

HM7000 decoder. 

On entering the ADV. CV EDITOR, it is always advised to tap on the Refresh ‘  ‘ button in the top-

right of the ADV. CV EDITOR table or the Refresh CV Data ‘  ‘ button to ensure that the Values 

are up to date. All CV Settings should be updated within 12-18 seconds. 

If a CVs Out of Sync prompt appears, please tap the Refresh ‘  ‘ button to ensure your CV Settings 

are correct.  

Once your CV Settings have been refreshed, a list will be populated of all the available CV Settings 

that can be altered on your HM7000 decoder.  

On each row of the CV Settings list, in the top-left is the CV Number (CV#). Underneath is the name 

of the CV Setting and on the right-hand side is the current Value. Please see the HM7000 Series 

Decoders Reference Manual for full explanation of each CV Setting and their Default Values.  

You can tap on a particular CV Setting row and a pop-up prompt will appear. Certain CV Settings will 

only provide a set of Options, whilst other CV Settings will allow you to alter Values within a certain 

range using a Slider Bar.  

You can also tap on the ‘-’ and ‘+‘ buttons in the top-left and top-right of the pop-up prompt for fine 

tuning of CV Settings. 

If your HM7000 decoder is connected to HM | DCC and the Bluetooth® icon ‘  ’ is BLUE at the top 

of the screen. You can alter the Options by tapping on each Option button or by using the Slider Bar 

to alter the Value.  

You can reset your entry of CV Setting by tapping on the RESET CV button on the pop-up prompt. 

This will write your CV Settings back to the Default Value for the respective CV.  

Once happy with the CV Setting input, you can tap on the EXIT button or tap on the outside of the 

pop-up prompt, these CV Settings will be instantly written and changed on your HM7000 decoder.  

Please note: on the install of a Profile, Unlinking and also Resetting your HM7000 decoder, all CV 

Settings will be set to Default Values. It is advised to write down any CV Settings prior to installing a 

new Profile, Unlinking or Resetting your HM7000 decoder. 

You can still alter CV Settings using a DCC Controller. But please note, CV Settings will not be 

reflected on the ADV. CV EDITOR until a CV Setting Refresh ‘  ‘ has been actioned.  



It is good practice to only use the faster method of using the HM | DCC app to alter CV Settings. You 

can use the ADV. CV EDITOR in parallel with a DCC controller by altering the Control Source (CV12) 

to DCC (Value: 0). Only Motor & Function control will be changed. 

Please note: Loco Address CV Settings can only be read/viewed in the ADV. CV EDITOR. If you wish 

to alter your Loco Address, please do this on the DATA tab on the Locomotive Settings screen. 

Multiple CV Settings will be written when inputting the Address # to allow for Long Addressing. 

Lastly, if you notice any issues with the running of your locomotive. It is advised to Reset All CVs 

using CV8 (Manufacturer ID) and tapping on the Reset All CVs button on the pop-up prompt. This 

will reset all CV Settings to Default Values. Please then tap the Refresh ‘  ‘ button in the top-right 

of the ADV. CV EDITOR table to check CV Settings are reset to Default Values. 

 


